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BIOGRAPHY – Bryan Luke, Chartered Marine Engineer
Bryan is the Rolls-Royce Project Engineer for the NATO
Submarine Rescue System. He began his career in the
marine industry with BP Shipping in the early 1980s, joining
Rolls-Royce later that decade to help develop and apply
special tooling for working on submarines. Bryan has
managed engineering aspects of the fleet-wide pintle
modification undertaken on the UK’s nuclear submarines
before taking up his current task with NSRS.

Bryan is grateful for the assistance in writing this article given by
John Hutchinson. John is an independent writer on a range of
topics including technology – with experience in various corporate
and media communications roles.
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THE NATO SUBMARINE RESCUE SYSTEM TEAM
Rolls-Royce has assembled a powerful team to develop and support this project: Perry Slingsby Systems,
The Engineering Business, Babcock Design and Technology, Divex, Kongsberg Maritime and Lloyd’s
Register. Rolls-Royce will operate the system for the first seven of its anticipated 25-year lifespan.

is hydraulically damped. It
means we can control and
reduce the relative movement
between the mother-vessel and
the SRV in adverse sea conditions.

THE LIGHTER
THE BETTER
The portable launch system, now
undergoing trials in real-world
dynamic environments,
embraces another engineering
challenge shared with all the
other elements of the NSRS:
weight-minimisation. This
requirement arises because the
launch hardware, like the rest of
the overall system, needs to be
light enough to be flown to the
region of the accident.

Throughout, engineers 
are having to devise and 

deliver a system that is fully 
air-transportable yet rugged
enough to operate reliably in 
very demanding sea conditions.
Weight is a major driver behind
every design decision, similar in
a way to the disciplines of
aerospace engineering. The
engineering team behind NSRS
have combined aerospace-related
technologies into much of the
design of the SRV and its portable
launch system. For instance, we
have used computer-modelling
to help define the safe operating
range of the SRV and its recovery
system, similar to the modelling
that goes into determining the
conditions in which a helicopter
can land on a pitching, rolling
vessel at sea.

The launch and recovery system (seen here being tested) can operate safely in high sea states, crucially reducing the time taken
to transfer rescued submariners, 15 at a time, from danger to the safety of the decompression and medical support system on
the mother ship © The Engineering Business

EXTENDING
DIVE TIMES
Leading-edge marine
technologies are exploited too,
such as the eight ZEBRA batteries
that power and propel the SRV.
Each is rated at 17 kW h.These
sodium/nickel chloride units
have almost twice the energy
density in a reduced volume
than lead/acid options, doubling
the craft’s endurance time and
allowing continuous operation
of the dive vessel without
downtime for recharging.

In addition, this system will,
for the first time, be able to
deliver three under-slung pods
containing emergency life-
support stores by taking up
station directly next to the
submarine’s escape hatch,
where it can transfer the pods 
in minutes rather than hours.

KEEPING CONTACT
Until now, the transmission of
vital navigation and command
information has relied on
through-water transmissions.
These can be affected by
temperature and salinity
conditions, making them 
limiting or even misleading.
Kongsberg Maritime, one of the
seven-strong engineering team,
is creating networked command
information systems that will
integrate a multitude of
underwater and above-water
sensors and communications
links to give rescuers the reliable
information they need to
succeed.

Most novel of all, perhaps, is
an element provided by Rolls-
Royce: a lightweight fibre-optic
umbilical that is unaffected by
sea conditions – the first time
this approach has been used on
a free-swimming rescue vehicle.
Through-water systems will be
kept and used for back-up.

This fibre-optic cable
achieves another ‘first’ for NSRS
by allowing real-time monitoring
of the situation from the mother
ship. Information can include
video and voice messages,
providing better data for medical
staff to plan necessary action.

SAVING THE
SUBMARINERS
All this technology, innovation,
dedication and bravery
underwater achieves nothing if
failures occur at later stages of
the mission. Evacuees are likely
to have been exposed to high
ambient pressure inside the
submarine, so pressure can be
matched within the rescue
vehicle as it resurfaces and is
hoisted aboard the mother
vessel. Once on deck, survivors
will enter a ‘transfer under
pressure’ module in which
medical teams can treat up to 
83 rescuees simultaneously with
a total throughput of up to 150.

The reasoning behind the
entire design and development
effort by the NSRS team has
been the need to create a
completely integrated system
that addresses many of the
shortcomings of previous and
current submarine rescue
systems. Everyone involved in
this initiative must always

remember that this is not a one-
off system that will be kept in a
glass case and used only
when the first emergency occurs.

It will be exercised extensively
throughout its life, including at
least one sea deployment each
year. This system needs to work
with 100 per cent safety from its
very first trial to the end of its
operational life. The engineering
attention going in to NSRS today
could bring some very important
rewards in years to come.

LR5 SUBMERSIBLE
The UK Submarine Rescue
Service, based at Renfrew in
Scotland, has gained considerable
experience in this ultra-specialised
field of work. Its current main
assets are a Scorpio 45 remotely
operated vehicle and the LR5
submersible, which carries divers
down to a distressed submarine.

Among the rescue team's
acclaimed achievements was 
the mission in August 2005 to 
aid Russian sailors trapped inside
a Priz submersible that had
become entangled in fishing nets
and cables. They saved all seven
crew members in a mission that
exploited the skills of the British
team and the capabilities of the
remotely-operated Scorpio 45.
The team will upgrade to the
even more capable NSRS later
this year.

Rescue chamber of the LR5 © James Fisher Rumic Ltd
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